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Introduction: What is blue paper?

The 1389 Statutes of the Commune of Bologna codified standards of quality, size
and weight for regional paper supplies. 2 They preserve the earliest reference
to blue paper understood to have been made from coloured rags. According
to the statute, fine-quality “royal” (reali fini), a standard-sized white paper cost
“5 Bolognese lire and 10 soldi per ream”. Listed immediately following, is “royal
blue” (reali azzurre) paper which sold for “4 Bolognese lire per ream”. Blue paper
was therefore the cheaper product at that time.
An early reference to a type of blue paper fabricated in another way occurs
in an artist’s handbook dated about 1400 - Il libro dell’arte of Cennino Cennini
(ca.1360-ca.1420). 3 Cennini describes a Bagdad indigo “preparation” or coating
applied as a thin wash or a thicker ground layer prior to drawing. (See figs. 1, 2)
Blue paper is also made by adding a blue pigment or dye colourant to white
pulp during beating or to the vat prior to sheet formation. A formed sheet may
also be dipped into a vat of blue colorant. Viewed closely, a dyed sheet appears
quite evenly coloured although, if fibres are from different rag sources, the
colourant may have been absorbed unevenly. (See fig. 3)
Paper may be “blued” to counteract a yellowish cast produced as a result of
over-fermentation of white rags prior to beating. The paper pulp was “blued”
with smalt, an artist’s pigment, or blue rag fibres; though the materials and
technique mirror those of papier chiné, their intention and function differ. The
challenge to the papermaker was to add just enough “bluing” to rebalance

1
2
3

Acknowledgements: my colleagues at the Handmade Blue Paper Research Consortium; Silvia
Albro; Marie-France Lemay; Gianfranco Pocobene & Elizabeth Reluga; Paolo Sachet; Tom
Mazzullo & Susan Schwalb.
Andrea F. Gasparinetti, ‘Documenti inedita sulla Fabbricazione della Carta nell’Emilia’, Industria
della Carta, 1963, published the text in Latin and in Italian translation.
Broecke, Lara, Cennino Cennini’s ‘Il Libro dell’Arte’: a new English translation and commentary
with Italian transcription, London, Archetype, 2015, p. 41-42.
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Fig. 1. Benozzo Gozzoli (c. 1420/2297) (attrib.), A nude man holding a
rearing horse, c.1447-9, silverpoint,
grey-black wash, heightened with
white, on blue prepared paper,
London, British Museum, Pp, 1.18. ©
The Trustees of the British Museum.

Fig. 2. Preparing paper with a blue coating. Image courtesy of Tom Mazzullo & Susan Schwalb.
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Fig. 3. Modern paper sheet dyed blue overall in the vat. Photomicrograph courtesy of Leila Sauvage.

light absorption and produce a finished sheet that looked white but not pale
blue. 4 This practice was not common in paper making until the XVIIIth century.
Neither prepared papers, dyeing or bluing will be discussed here. I shall focus
here on a type of paper made using blue rags. To a pulp of naturally-coloured
linen or hemp rag fibres were added enough blue rag fibres, traditionally wool,
to produce a blue sheet. There is no precise English term for this type of paper. 5
Thus I’ll use the French - papier chiné.
Blue papier chiné appears mottled or flecked; white and blue rag fibres
predominate. Random dark and red fibres and plant fragments are often
present as are excessively long fibres and fibrous clumps. This is because rags
combined from different textile sources breakdown at different rates during
the pulping process. Additional colourant was undoubtedly sometimes added
to the blue and white rag papier chiné pulp to intensify and homogenize the
final paper colour.
The blue rag fibers found in early papers were coloured with woad or, by the
XVIIth century, indigo; these were the only blue textile colourants then available
that survived the rigours of being worn and then the papermaking process.
4
5

François Delamare, Blue Pigments 5000 Years of Art and Industry, transl. Yves Rochaleau,
London, Archetype, 2013, p. 89-90, 93-94, illustrated figs. 2.2, 2.8-2.10.
papier chiné - there is no standard English term for mottled or variegated blue paper: it is called
‘naturally colored’ or ‘uncolored’, Irene Brückle, ‘The Historical Manufacture of Blue-Coloured
Paper’, The Paper Conservator, vol. 17, 1993, p. 22, and ‘self-colored’, Peter Bower, ‘Coloured
Papers’, The Quarterly (BAPH) 2003, no. 45, p. 44-47, p. 44.
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Fig. 4. Galeazzo Florimonte, Ragionamente…sopra l’Ethica d’Aristotle, Venice, 1567, New Haven, Yale
University Library, 1979 600, 40x magnification. Image courtesy of Marie-France Lemay.

Samples of modern woad (Left) and
indigo (Right) coloured papers are displayed placed below
a drawing attributed
to Giovanni Bellini.
(See fig. 5)
Fig. 5. Studio of Giovanni
Bellini (1431/6-1516), Study for
a Recumbent Figure of the
Infant Christ, University of
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum,
WA 1939.55 (recto); modern
woad-dyed sample lower
left, modern indigo-dyed
sample lower right. Image:
the author, reproduced with
permission
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After 1660, logwood dye from the Americas was adopted by papermakers.
Synthetic blues - Prussian blue and synthetic ultramarine and indigo – appear
in the XIXth century.
Mixtures of the different blues – in the form of fibres, pigments and/or dyes
– appear to have become increasingly common.

Fig. 6. Modern Prussian blue-dyed samples of various intensities. Samples
courtesy of Didier Navarot.

Sources for the study of blue paper

The interested observer may learn about blue papier chiné in various ways.
We may consult early modern texts that describe artists’ practices. But, in
fact, they teach us little. For example, the 1628 manuscript version of Edward
Norgate’s Miniatura or The Art of Limning notes only that, “The ordinary manner
of working is uppon a Blewe Paper”. 6 Excerpts from Norgate’s treatise were
repeated in most other English drawing manuals of the XVIIth century. 7 For
drawings, the anonymous printed artists’ manual, The Excellency of Pen and
Pencil of 1668, section 7, advises, “Provide your self also of fine Blew paper,
some light coloured, some more sad (dark)”. 8

6
7
8

Neil Jeffares, ‘Treatises & other historical texts related to pastels and pastellists,’, Dictionary of
Pastellists before 1800, 2019, p. 4. Consulted Oct. 28, 2019. http://www.pastellists.com/Misc/
Treatises.pdf
Ann Bermingham, Learning to Draw: Studies in the Cultural History of a Polite and Useful Art,
New Haven & London, Yale University Press, 2000, p. 26.
Jeffares, ‘Treatises…’, 2019, p. 6
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By the second half of the XXth century, overviews of historical western blue
paper appeared. 9 The conservator, Irene Brückle, for example, studied blue
paper’s history from its first appearance through the XIXth century – its uses,
colorants and their preparation, fabrication, deterioration, evaluation and care.
Blue paper still provides a rich subject for conservators and historians.
Unfortunately, the impact of such studies is limited because they tend to be
narrower in focus and often appear in specialized publications.
Scientific analysis to identify the blue colourants in paper has been rarely
undertaken. Late XIXth-century albums of lace and embroidery samples associated with the industrial designer, Victor Poterlet (1811-1889) were mounted for
display on blue paper. 10 FTIR analysis identified the colourant as Prussian blue,
mixed, perhaps, with an unidentified organic dye. This analytical information
is invaluable to guide conservation choices and mark historical changes in
colouring paper.
Paolo Sachet’s bibliographical studies include a catalogue of all XVIth-century
books printed on blue paper. Such collections promise new resources for future
research. 11
Since 2017, we may work directly with blue colourants and blue paper at
the Handmade Blue Paper Workshop held at the Moulin du Verger, Puymoyen
near Angoulême.
Hands-on practice sensitizes us to the highly refined sensory and gestural
or tacit knowledge that guides the master papermaker and dyer. In addition, it
trains us to recognize the different types of blue paper, their historical scope and
the nature of the colourant. This experience and attendant skills are important
because, given the poverty of the bibliographical and analytical resources

9

Wisso Weiss, ‘Blaues Papier für Druckzwecke’, Gutenberg Jahrbuch, vol.6:3, 1956, p. 26-35.
Hélène Charbey, Investigations sur les papiers bleus en Europe Occidentale des origines à la
fin du XVIIIe siècle, Mémoire de fin d’études, Institut Français de Restauration des Oeuvres d’Art,
INP, 1989. Brückle (note 5) 1993, p. 20-31. Claude Coupry, Alain Lautié and Roy Perkinson, ‘Les
papiers bleus: identification des colorants’, Techne, vol. 4, 1996, p. 99-107.
10 Marie Messager and Véronique Rouchon, “Damaged Blue Papers: Optimising Consolidation
while Preserving Original Colour,” Journal of Paper Conservation, IADA, 2013, 14 (2). HAL Archivesouvertes hal-01439838. Marie Messager, D.C. Cayol, Thierry Aubry, P. Dal Pra and Véronique
Rouchon, “L’album de Victor Poterlet: échantillons de broderies, de dentelles et de canivets
collés sur un papier bleu”, Support/Tracé, 2012, no. 12, p. 63-71.
11 Paolo Sachet, “Exploiting Antiquarian Sale Catalogues: A Blueprint for the Study of SixteenthCentury Books on Blue Paper,” New Sources for Book History: Combined Methodological
Approaches for Manuscripts and Printed Books, Laura Carnelos, C. Dondi and S. Parkin, eds.,
London, British Museum (forthcoming 2020).
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Fig. 7. Handmade Blue Paper Workshop 2019, Moulin du Verger, Puymoyen.

currently available for reference, the artifact must provide our primary source
for the study of blue paper.
Today we should be characterizing blue paper through visual and scientific
analysis, hands-on experience and close observation. Nevertheless, descriptions
of blue paper in the scholarly literature and in museum catalogues remain
flawed. At best, they merely describe a paper as ‘blue’: selected examples
include ‘pen and brown ink, with brown wash, heightened with white (oxidized),
on blue paper’ (drawing of the first half of the XVIth century); “black chalk, with
charcoal (?), heightened with white, on blue paper” (XVIth century); “black and
white chalk on blue paper” (mid XVIIIth century); “black chalk, heightened with
white, on blue paper” (drawing of the third quarter of the XIXth century); “lithograph printed on blue paper” (1952/4)
This is unfortunate because such inadequate characterization can hardly
encourage in-depth observation or meaningful interpretation of artists’ material
choices. It shuts down any discussion of why an artist or printer has selected
a blue paper.
Artists’ materials and techniques are bearers of meaning that is as fundamental as iconography and style. Attending to physical components and organizing
structures has the potential to enrich historical interpretation of artifacts.
To facilitate the characterization of blue paper and the use of a common
terminology, the Handmade Blue Paper Research Consortium is developing a
Blue Paper Sample Book.
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Fig. 8. Blue paper sample book, prototypes, March 2019.12 Image courtesy of Nadine
Dumain.

Case study: Why did Venetian painters around 1500 draw
on blue paper?

The question which I seek to answer in my research is why – at particular times
and in particular places – a blue paper has been chosen?
Time and space limitations require me to focus on the use of blue paper
by painters in the Veneto around 1500. This is a good place to begin because
much surviving early blue paper comes from this region.
The claim that late Quattrocento Venetian draughtsmen were the earliest
users of blue papier chiné has been challenged. A drawing dated 1410-20 and
ascribed to Giovanni da Modena, an artist documented in Bologna, may be the
oldest surviving example of blue papier chiné. 13
The Venetian painter, Giovanni Bellini (c. 1433/6-1516), has left a rich body
of paintings. With the adoption of the ductile oil medium, painters could prepare and revise compositions directly on the panel or canvas. No drawings are
assigned to Giovanni with certainty and no documentary evidence survives. Yet
preparatory drawings were important in the Bellini family workshop.
Artists influenced by the Bellini studio typically drew in black chalk or dark
ink with white heightening on blue paper. It was an artificial yet economical way
to prepare monochrome studies for transformation into the coloured palette
of paintings during the period of the shift from egg tempera to oil painting.
12 For further information: contact@moulinduverger.com
13 Giovanni da Modena (documented 1409-1455), Corteo a cavallo con una principessa, due
cavaliere e pagi, Dresden, Kupferstich-Kabinett (C 150), illustrated in Lorenza Melli, I Disegni
Italiani del Quattrocento nel Kupferstich-Kabinett di Dresda, Florence, Centro Di, 2006, p. 30-31.
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The Venetian painter, Vittore Carpaccio, was perhaps a pupil or assistant of
Giovanni. The paper support of this drawing is fairly thin and lightly textured, with
well distributed white, blue and a few darker fibres and flecks; small unbeaten
clumps and laid and chain lines are visible in raking and transmitted light. Some
of the blue papers used by Carpaccio are watermarked. 14 This may indicate a
higher quality paper - or the use of a recycled mould. (See fig. 9)

Fig. 9 a, b. Vittore Carpaccio (1460/6-1525/6), A Gondolier, c.1514-1520, brush, brown pigment, white
heightening on faded blue paper, Boston, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, P17n3: raking (L) and
transmitted (R) light illumination. Images: Gianfranco Pocobene. Chief Paintings and Research
Conservator, Boston, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum.

A commonly-cited explanation for the use of blue paper by Venetian artists is
economic – a blue paper is assumed to have been cheaper and its choice driven
by the higher cost of white paper and artists economised by using cheaper materials for ephemeral preparatory stages of a painting. These assumptions appear
14 Vittore Carpaccio, Head of a Middle-aged Man (recto) and Two Youths (verso), British Museum,
London, 0411.1.
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to be based on the evidence of the 1389 Bologna statute and an anachronistic
attribution of the use of lower quality blue wrapping papers to earlier times.
Let’s take a closer look at some blue papers used as supports for drawings:
Cima was a prolific painter with a large, efficient Venetian workshop - perhaps
trained under Giovanni Bellini. His preparatory drawing for a painted altarpiece
is on blue papier chiné made from an incompletely-processed pulp - it contains
plant residues and twists of thread (See fig. 10). Nevertheless, Cima, one of the
most successful painters of Renaissance Venice, did select this blue paper. He
avoided lumps and undigested fibres for primary areas of his image, such as
the faces and figures. We, used to slicker finishes, may judge Cima’s paper
inferior because of its uneven colour, mixed fibre furnish and other flaws. Yet
for him it was functional.

Fig. 10. Giovanni Battista Cima da Conegliano (?1459/60-1517/18), Enthroned Bishop with Two
Saints, 37.7 × 24,5 cm, Windsor, Royal Collection Trust, RCIN 912807, detail. Royal Collection Trust /
© Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II

Montagna came from Vicenza, a city controlled by Venice. He may have
worked for a time in the Bellini workshop. The blue paper he selected here
was more carefully formed than Cima’s but it, too, contains lumps and plant
bits. ( See fig. 11)
I suggest that the use of blue paper at this time was also driven by a scarcity
of white paper. During the later XVth century, paper became a widely-used
primary support for printed books, bureaucratic records and ephemera as well
as drawings and single-sheet prints. With the spread of printing from moveable
type, demand grew for white paper and pressure on papermills increased. The
late XVth - early XVIth century was a time of conflict and instability for the Venetian
Republic. Did the confluence of these events cause supply and distribution
problems for the paper trade?
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Fig. 11. Bartolomeo Montagna (c.1450-1523), Study for Christ Enthroned,
c.1500-1520, 31.6 × 22,2 cm, Windsor, Royal Collection Trust, RCIN
912 823, details, slightly raking (T) and transmitted (B) light illumination.
Royal Collection Trust / © Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II

Few written records survive to document this early stage of paper history
– therefore, we must interrogate the objects themselves and extrapolate from
contextual evidence.
Venetian printers required a regular supply of paper of an appropriate [high]
quality. Surviving early papers, such as the collection assembled by Aurelio
Zonghi 15, demonstrate that, by the 14th century, papermakers controlled the
whole process with consummate skill. Why is it assumed that making blue papier
chiné was less skilled and the product necessarily cheap ? In fact, we have no
idea how common supplies of blue rags suitable for papermaking were or how
they were regarded and treated by regional papermakers.

15 Fondazione Gianfranco Fedrigoni, Fabriano.
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Like white papers, blue papers appear early on to have been made in a
range of qualities. A notarized inventory of a Milan stationer’s shop, dated 1595,
records the availability there of blue paper (cilestra) in cilesta fina pichola a
L[ire]various sizes, weights and types.
K.M. Stevens & P.F. Gehl, “Giovanni Battista Bosso ant the Paper Trade in Late
16th-century Milan”, La Bibliofilia, vol. 96, n° 1, 1994, p. 43-90
B100 r[i]s[ma] (reams) 17 carta cilesta fina pichola a L[ire] 2. s[oldi] 17. d[enari] 0
B101 rs. 12 cilestro pelegri (pilgrim watermark) a L.3.s.15.d 0
B102 rs.una q[uinter]ni 15 cilestro meza fin a L 5. s 10. d 0
B103 rs. 4 qni. 11 1/2 real cilestro a L 9. s 0. d 0
B104 rs. 52 cilestro Quadro a L7. s 0. d 0
B110 rs. 5 da lio[ne] (lion watermark) cilestro a L 4. s 0. d 0
B121 rs. una carnaia cilestra sula forma da stemegnia L 3. s 10. d 0
B171 rs. n[umer]o 54 carta cilestra sutilla sulla forme da stemegnia a L 4. s 10.
d. 0 per rs.
Each risma of 500 sheets contained 20 quinterni of 25 sheets each
Fig. 12. Qualities of blue paper listed in a Milanese shop inventory of 1 595

Perhaps truly inferior papers were drab browns and greys. We just don’t know.
The belief that the early blue paper used in Venice was poorly processed
and cheaper feeds the common assumption that it was therefore unsized and
expendable. The softness of an unsized paper surface was appropriate for working with friable charcoal and chalk – materials favoured by the Venetians. But
many drawings, for example, the study by Titian (c. 1487-1576) for The Martyrdom
of Saint Sebastian for the Averoldi Polytych (recto) and Studies of feet, part of a
leg and a stylised head in profile (verso), a work dated circa 1520, are in ink on
blue papier chiné. 16 The emphatic contour lines, worked and reworked in ink,
would have feathered and sunk into an unsized paper. 17 Obviously, this blue
paper was sized; gelatin sizing added to the quality and cost of paper.
The choice of blue paper for preparatory drawings by artists associated with
the Bellinis may relate to novel demands of contemporary painting. Bellini
16 Frankfurt, Städel Museum, Graphische Sammlung (5516).
17 On the absorbency of historical papers see, for example, Joanna Kosek & Caroline Barry,
‘Investigating the Condition of Iron Gall Ink Drawings: Developing an Assessment Survey,’
Journal of the Institute of Conservation, vol. 42, no 3, 2019, p. 196.
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Fig. 13. a, b: L: Duccio di Buoninsegna (active by 1278-d.1318),
Madonna and Child, 1290-1300, tempera and gold on wood with
engaged frame, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2004.442.
R: Giovanni Bellini, Madonna and Child, late 1480s, oil on wood,
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 08.1831. Images in the
public domain.
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belonged to the first generation of Venetian artists who abandoned gold grounds.
The depiction of space, luminosity and colour was changing radically. The
naturalism of Bellini’s pictorial space opened into ‘an extension of the real
world’. It was distinct from the surrounding frame - and ushered the main figures
into the presence of viewers for devout contemplation.
During the 1470s, and
perhaps earlier, Bellini began to
move from the traditional Italian
egg tempera technique to an
oil medium inspired by Flemish
painting. He continued to use the
same pigments but ground them
in oil; their qualities - saturation,
brilliance, clarity, transparency
and luminosity - altered. Forms
are modelled more softly - in part
because oil offered greater tonal
and blending possibilities.
In their preparatory drawings,
Venetian artists captured the diffusion of natural light through
space; the play of light defined
plastic form while softening outlines. (See fig. 14)
Blue paper approximated the
medium tonal ranges in contemporary paintings more closely
Fig. 14: Titian, Nude man carrying a Rudder on his Back,
than did white. The soft black
black chalk heightened with white chalk on blue paper,
1555-1556, 28.7 × 15.6 cm, Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty
chalk, white heightening and the
Museum (87.GB.35). Open access content.
blue paper of drawings by Titian,
for example, work together to
enhance the feeling of space, of light playing over and defining the figures. The
mottled blue of the mixed pulp furnish of papier chiné is alive with variety. Such
drawings effectively and economically prepared the concrete figures and open,
light-filled spaces of Venetian Renaissance paintings.
Undoubtedly availability and technical and aesthetic considerations
influenced the selection of blue papier chiné by Venetian draughtsmen around
1500 and cast doubt on the absolute primacy of economic factors.
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Conclusion

While the Statutes of Bologna are precious, we should step away from the search
for origins to consider the variety of options available to practitioners at a given
moment and within a given culture. This approach will open possibilities rather
than constraining the object by its reconstructed origins and perhaps rise new
questions regarding its function and reception.
The materials used for drawings embody both instinctive and conscious
values that reflect their creation in a specific social and cultural context and
their subsequent reception over time; these meanings are not fixed but dynamic
and their investigation enriches the study of drawings. Works on blue paper
of each period must be observed closely. Paper surface and markings and the
interplay between them are signs inviting interpretation.
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